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Title: Missing 

 

Platform & Format:  

• Youtube show that has five 15 - 20 minute episodes that 

come out weekly 

• Comments section 

• App game that has episodes that come out after each 

episode release 

• iOS app 

• 360° video in app 

Target Audience: 18 - 30 years old; People living in the city in English speaking 

countries; Male and female; Mystery and drama lovers 

Series Overview: 

The main show is shown on Youtube. It has five 15 - 20 minute episodes that come out 

weekly. The episodes are chapters of one big plot. Under every video is a comment 

section that allows viewers to leave their opinion and comment on other people’s. The 

show follows John, a detective losing his sight, as he attempts to solve his last mystery 

by tracing the steps of a highly intelligent art thief, Camellia. He is aided by his new 

assistant Lisa, and police officer Carol.  It’s genre is mystery, but the story also focuses 

on the personal struggle of losing one’s sight and career. This serious show is set in The 



show has an iOS app that is a spinoff of the main show. It lets the viewer play from the 

point of view of the main character in cases that are less important than the one in web 

show. The app allows the player to choose how to respond to questions. The player’s 

answers do not affect the plot, but it allows the player to elicit certain responses from 

characters. This is a way for the player to see more sides of characters than they would 

solely from the show. The screen occasionally becomes blurred to represent the main 

character’s eyesight degradation. The app makes use of 360 degree video. This aspect 

of the app allows the player to turn their phone in any direction to view that angle of the 

environment. For example, tilting the phone up would allow the player to look at the 

ceiling of a room in the game. This would require the environment to be made in 3D. 

The characters in the game are also three dimensional. The game app has 5 episodes 

that come out right after the release of an episode. The player has to find clues in 

different rooms within a certain time limit. Every time the vision gets blurry, the player 

has to press a button to blink their eyes to be able to see again. 



  

John  
John has been a private investigator for over 

thirty years. He tends to approach his 

investigations based on instinct and feeling.  

Ever since his sight’s degradation, he’s been 

more sarcastic and unfriendly, insisting that he 

doesn’t need the help of others. Despite his 

degrading eyesight, he refuses to retire just yet. 

Camellia 

A sneaky thief who turned to stealing art 

after falling in love with works she saw in 

museums. She was not named after the 

flower, but the street she was born on. 

She was born to a very poor family and 

grew up in a neighborhood with a lot of 

crime. Since she grew up with nothing, she 

Character Description



acts as though she has nothing to lose. She is 

incredibly smart because her father taught her 

to read everything and anything, believing 

that she would get a better future than him. 

She got caught up with some bad people and did not 

finish high school. She is very spoiled at times and always 

tries to get what she wants no matter what. She is not used to 

wealth and tends to spend lavishly. 

Lisa 
Lisa is a recent graduate from college. She 

graduated at the top of her class and is 

considered brilliant by her professors. She 

is assigned to be John’s first assistant due 

to his decreasing eyesight. She is 

optimistic, tech savvy, and highly 

technical, often writing down notes in her 

laptop. Lisa likes to plan everything 

out down to the second, and while this helps John 

with his lack of planning, she freaks out when it 

doesn’t go according to plan. She is also 

very humble and shy. She’s not very good at 



meeting new people although she grows fond of most people she 

meets.  

 

Carol 
Carol has known John for ages. She became 

a police officer because her brother got 

attacked by two robbers when he was 

younger. She helps John and Lisa catch the 

criminals. She always considers the 

consequences before acting. She is often 

seen admonishing John for his erratic 

behavior. She feels the need to take responsibility and while 

this may help in some cases, sometimes it holds her back. She is 

also stubborn in her ideals and beliefs. She often finds it hard 

to understand why people would act in a way that she wouldn’t. 

This makes it hard for her to empathize with others. 



  

1. New Case: John wakes up and notices that he can no longer make out the fan on his 

ceiling. Reluctantly, he gets ready to meet his first assistant, Lisa at the scene of their 

first investigation, an art museum. He drives up to the museum and immediately dislikes 

her. He believes she is too happy and too inexperienced. They enter the scene of the 

crime. After close scrutinization of security camera tapes, although several were 

disconnected, they come to the conclusion that the perpetrator consists of two people, 

and one of them is someone who works in the museum. 

 Game episode 1 - Bad Party: John is called to the scene of an attempted 

murder of a government official. He must find all ten clues to solve the mystery of who 

hired the hitman. He discovers that the hitman was hired by a government official of a 

very radical party. 

2. Hidden Suspect: John questions the security guards and focuses on one guard who 

was not shown on any camera for an hour. He gives excuses that don't make sense and 

next thing John knows, he has disappeared. John had expected this and had already 

notified the police. Soon, the guard is caught and John speaks to Carol, a police officer. 

Carol and John go a long way back. Lisa meets her for the first time and is intimidated. 

Carol, John, and Lisa go to interrogate the guard who ran away asking him why he did 

what he did and he says it’s because he was given another painting that was lesser in 

Episode Descriptions:  



value but very important to him personally. Carol 

quickly drives John and Lisa to the guard’s house but 

by the time they get there, the stolen artwork is gone 

and all that’s left is a note with a flower scribbled on it. 

 Game episode 2 - Missing Jewel: John and 

Lisa go to a museum to figure out who took the famous 

20 carat diamond. The player can play as John to find 

clues then as Lisa look through surveillance camera to find out where the perpetrator is. 

John finds out it is the owner of the museum and Lisa sees in the surveillance video that 

the owner has a ticket to Australia. They call the police to catch him. 

3. First Time Meeting: John wakes up and turns the television on. The news is buzzing 

with outrage over the discovery that a famous painting has been replaced with a fake. 

He checked his phone and sees numerous missed calls. He already knows what those 

calls were about. He returns the call and is given the details for his next case, the 

replaced painting. He arrives at the museum and inspects the fake painting. 

Unfortunately, his eyesight fails him and he becomes frustrated. He asks the art 

specialists for the details instead. They tell him they knew it was a fake immediately 

because there is a pink flower painted in the corner that is not in the original painting. 

Other than that, the replica is actually extremely masterful and exact. Lisa researches 

and discovers that the flower is a camellia. Lisa inspects the area while John thinks and 

all of a sudden he smells an extremely faint scent of smoke. He remembered hearing 

about a fire on Camellia Street two days ago and immediately has Lisa drive him to the 



location of the fire. There, he sees a girl staring at the building. The moment she makes 

eye contact with John, she starts running. 

 Game episode 3 - About to Explode: John and Lisa are eating in a restaurant 

when someone discovers a bomb. The player can play as Lisa to defuse the bomb then 

as John to find clues as to who placed it there. It turns out the perpetrator is the waiter 

who is sick and tired of his boss. 

4. Chase: John knows he should stay low and call Carol to come with backup, but he 

also knows that he is extremely close to catching the perpetrator. Immediately he leaps 

forward and Lisa calls his name in desperation. He runs into an alleyway where he 

thinks the girl went. He turns a corner and sees her. John pumps his aging legs faster 

than ever and gains on her. He reaches out and catches the corner of her sleeve, but 

his eyes fail him and he stumbles. He falls and she flees. Soon, Lisa catches up to him 

with Carol by her side and she is furious. While Carol admonishes John and Lisa tries to 

lessen her anger, John closes his eyes and thinks. He can still feel the sleeve of the 

girl’s jacket and smell the peculiar scent on her. All of a sudden he opens his eyes and 

stands up. “I think I know how we can find her.” 

 Game episode 4 - Cookies: John’s neighbor Linda asks him to figure out who 

broke into her house and stole her necklace. Unwillingly, he goes and finds clues. He 

figures out that the kids next door were playing ball and smashed a window. As for the 

necklace, Linda’s dog took and buried it in the backyard. John helps Linda dig up the 

necklace and Linda gives him some chocolate mint cookies which happen to be his 

favorite. 



 

5. Camellia: John lets Carol lead him up the stairs to his 

office. He thanks her and apologizes for his behavior. 

Carol nods. John explains how he felt a monogram that 

spelled CM on the girl’s jacket. He believes her name is 

Camellia. He also smelled something like old books. He tells 

Lisa to search for people with the name Camellia in their vicinity who owns or lives near 

a bookstore or library. In less than an hour, Lisa has got it. She reports that she’s found 

a Camellia Mendez whose parents owned a bookstore. Her parents passed away a 

couple years ago and the store is now owned by Mendez’s brother. She notes that the 

business isn’t doing too well. Carol drives Lisa and John to an area about a block away 

from Camellia’s house with backup further away. Lisa proceeds to use her laptop to 

track Camellia’s calls or messages if she’s making any. John predicts that she will be 

making arrangements to leave the country now that she knows the police are after her. 

Sure enough, she is and Lisa easily hacks into Camellia’s computer. She gathers as 

much information she can for evidence and about the buyers of the paintings before 

Carol and a squad of police advance on the house and take Camellia into custody. John 

questions Camellia in a room and she explains that she needs the money. She also tells 

John that she thought that no one appreciates art anymore, until she saw the way John 

looks at them. He has a new appreciation of art due to his bad eyesight. Camellia 

wishes him luck and asks him to take care of her brother as she is taken away.  



 Game Episode 5 - Runaway: John and Carol go to a couple to figure out who 

kidnapped their 15 year old daughter. They go to her room. John finds clues and figures 

out that the girl actually ran away. The player can play as John then as Carol to drive to 

the location of the runaway and bring her home. 



Tableaux





User Story 

Shirley, a college student, goes home after finishing all her finals. She celebrates by 

watching the newest episode of Missing on her laptop. After finishing the latest episode, 

she wonders what the characters do outside of the main plot in the web series. Her 

phone gets a notification about Missing’s spinoff app game. She remembers that she 

can see what other cases the characters take by playing this game. She plays the game 

by standing up and turning in different directions to see different views in the game.  



Wireframe 
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